In this study, we focus on a method to search for similar trajectories. In the majority of previous works on searching for similar trajectories, only raw trajectory data were used. However, to obtain deeper insights, additional time-dependent trajectory features should be utilized depending on the search intent. For instance, to identify similar combination plays in soccer games, such additional features include the movements of the team players. In this paper, we develop a framework to flexibly search for similar trajectories associated with time-dependent features, which we call enriched trajectories. In this framework, weights, which represent the relative importance of each feature, can be flexibly given by users. Moreover, to facilitate fast searching, we first propose a lower bounding measure of the DTW distance between enriched trajectories, and then we propose algorithms based on this lower bounding measure. We evaluate the effectiveness of the lower bounding measure and compare the performances of the algorithms under various conditions using soccer data and synthetic data. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed lower bounding measure is superior to the existing measure, and one of the proposed algorithms, which is based on the threshold algorithm, is suitable for practical use.
Introduction
In recent years, advances in location-acquisition techniques have resulted in the generation of many types of trajectory data, such as hurricane tracking data [1] , vessel motion data [2] and sports tracking data [3] , [4] . Each of these datasets can be analyzed for recommendations, predictions, and event detection. Numerous studies have introduced various analysis methods for many types of trajectories, such as clustering [1] and outlier detection [5] . In this study, we focus on a search for similar trajectories, which can be applied to many of the above types of analyses.
The majority of methods for similar trajectory search use only raw trajectory data [6] , [7] ; however, to obtain deeper insights, additional time-dependent features should be utilized depending on the search intent. For example, if you wish to identify similar hurricanes, such additional features include the correlations between their speeds and their atmospheric pressures. In addition, if one wishes to find vessels that are moving under similar circumstances, such additional features include the weather and ocean current data.
In this paper, we propose a framework to flexibly search for similar trajectories associated with time-dependent features, which we call enriched trajectories. In this framework, a user can flexibly set the weights, which represent the relative importance of each feature. Although there are several studies that address time-dependent features [8] - [11] , our work has novelty in the flexible search by inputting weights according to the search intent.
In this study, we utilize dynamic time warping (DTW) [12] as a measure of the distance between enriched trajectories. DTW is a distance measure for time-series data that is simple and accurate [13] . However, the computational cost of DTW is high; therefore, many techniques have been proposed to accelerate DTW-based similarity searches. In particular, many techniques with lower bounding measures have been proposed [7] , [14] , [15] .
In this paper, to achieve fast searching, we propose a lower bounding measure that is specifically designed for our proposed framework. The computational cost of this lower bounding measure is very low. In addition, we propose four algorithms based on the lower bounding measure for fast similarity searching. We name the four algorithms naive lower bounding (NLB), sorted lower bounding (SLB), partially selected lower bounding (PSLB), and threshold algorithm lower bounding (TALB). The NLB algorithm uses the lower bounding measure to prune out candidates and serves as the basis for the other three algorithms. SLB is an algorithm in which candidates are sorted by the lower bound distance. PSLB is an algorithm in which candidates are partially selected by the lower bound distance. Finally, TALB is an algorithm that is based on the threshold algorithm [16] .
We compare the performances of the proposed lower bounding measure and the existing measure for multivariate time series [17] and confirm that our proposed measure is superior to the existing measure. In addition, we compare the performances of the four algorithms under various conditions using soccer data and synthetic data. Our results reveal that PSLB is slightly superior in most cases. However, the TALB algorithm is considerably superior when both the number of trajectories is large and the average length of the trajectories is short or when the search allocates a larger weight to one feature of the trajectories.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a framework for flexible similarity searches for enriched trajectories considering the search intent.
• We propose a lower bounding measure that utilizes the characteristics of the proposed framework.
• We propose four algorithms using the proposed lower bounding measure and compare their performances.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the related work. The problem statement is discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we propose a novel lower bounding measure and four algorithms for fast similarity searches of enriched trajectories. We present our experimental results in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we conclude our work with a discussion of future work.
Related Work
In this section, we introduce similarity measures for timeseries data, including trajectory data. Additionally, we introduce the previous studies that address the time-dependent features of an object's trajectory. We consider that the timedependent features can be classified into two types. The first type includes the features that are derived from the primitive features of the trajectory, such as the object's speed and direction. The second type encompasses the features that are obtained by combining primitive features with other data sources, such as the positional relationships between the object and another object. We call the former intrinsic features and the latter extrinsic features. There is a long history of studies addressing intrinsic features [8] , [9] ; however, the number of studies that consider extrinsic features has recently been increasing because of the increasing amount of attention being focused on cross-domain data fusion [18] . In this paper, both types of features are treated identically. In contrast to previous studies, our research addresses both types of features and their relative importance.
Distance Measures
Dynamic time warping (DTW) [12] is the most widely used distance measure for time series. DTW is an algorithm that allows some points to be repeated to minimize the sum of the distance between points, which suits the characteristics of trajectories as follows:
• Two trajectories need not be observed synchronously for the similarity between them to be measured.
• Similar trajectory patterns often appear in different regions.
DTW is simple and accurate [13] ; however, the computational cost of DTW is high. Accordingly, many attempts have been made to reduce the computational cost of DTW [7] , [14] , [15] , [19] , [20] . Rath et al. proposed the lower bound LB MV for the DTW distance of multivariate time series [17] . This is an extension of the lower bound LB Keogh [14] for the DTW distance of univariate time series. Some methods other than those using lower bounds have been proposed for accelerating the similarity search of time series data using DTW, such as early abandon [19] and data abstraction [20] , which can be extended to the top-k problem of the enriched trajectories. However, all of these methods can be combined with techniques using lower bounds. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, only the research of [17] proposed a lower bound that can be extended to the enriched trajectories. Thus, it is considered reasonable that we compare the performances of the proposed lower bound and LB MV. We confirm that our proposed lower bound is superior to LB MV in Sect. 5.2.1. Lee et al. [1] defined the distance function between trajectory segments as a linear combination of three components with weights. In this study, we similarly define the distance function as a linear combination with weights, and we utilize the weights as the relative importance of each feature.
Intrinsic Features
Pelekis et al. [8] introduced a similarity search framework for application to a trajectory database that consists of a set of distance operators based on both primitive (space and time) and derived (speed and direction) parameters of trajectories. Buchin et al. [9] defined many criteria under which a trajectory can be homogeneous, including location, heading, speed, velocity, curvature, sinuosity, and curviness, and they presented a framework for segmenting a trajectory based on these criteria.
Note that some people might think that intrinsic features, such as speeds and directions, are redundant because DTW can measure the distance between sequences in which they vary. However, intrinsic features are important for cases such as those in which we want to retrieve enriched trajectories that are spatially far away from each other but have similar speed patterns.
Extrinsic Features
Zheng et al. [10] studied the problem of efficient similarity searches for trajectories associated with activity information that is generated from location-based web applications. Zheng et al. [11] generated air quality inferences based on the trajectories of vehicles, POIs, and meteorological data.
Problem Statement
In this section, we present the problem statement and the necessary definitions. Moreover, we show an example of similar enriched trajectories that suggests our proposed framework is useful. In our proposed framework, a user selects a query from a dataset of enriched trajectories and inputs weights; then, the top-k results that are most similar to the query are returned. The weights represent the relative importance of features in an enriched trajectory. The definitions of enriched trajectories and the distance between them are provided below.
Enriched Trajectory
In this study, a trajectory is defined as follows:
where i is the identification index, n is the length of p i , and p i ( j) ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote spatial points. We assume that all temporal intervals between adjacent points are equal in this study.
We refer to a tuple of spatial points and time-dependent feature values as an enriched point. The j-th enriched point of p i is defined as follows:
where 
Distance between Enriched Trajectories
In this study, we utilize DTW to calculate the distance between enriched trajectories. First, we introduce the distance between two enriched points:
where Note that it is difficult to manually input all the weights accurately and obtain the desired insights without any support. Some approaches with learning techniques [21] or statistical techniques [22] could support users in selecting proper weights; however, solving this problem is beyond the scope of this paper.
Next, we present the DTW algorithm. Let
. . . , p g (t) be two trajectories. DTW is defined as follows:
where D( j, h) denotes the distance between p i ( j) and p g (h). DTW is an algorithm that allows some points to be repeated to achieve the best alignment. When we compute (1)).
An Example of Similar Enriched Trajectories
We present an example of similar enriched trajectories in Fig. 1 . We utilized 451 Atlantic hurricane tracking data, which are recorded every 6 hours, in Unisys Weather † . In this example, we consider the hurricane trajectories to be associated with the wind speed. When we input hurricane IRENE ( Fig. 1 (a) ) that occurred in 2011 and set the weight of the trajectories (w p ) to 3 and the weight of the wind speed (w f v 1 ) to 1, BONNIE ( Fig. 1 (b) ) was obtained as the most similar enriched trajectory. Additionally, KATE ( Fig. 1 (c) ) is obtained as the most similar enriched trajectory when we set the weight of trajectories (w p ) to 1 and the weight of wind speed (w f v 1 ) to 3. This figure shows that the trajectory of IRENE is similar to that of BONNIE and that the sequence of wind speed of IRENE is similar to that of KATE. Therefore, this example suggests that we can obtain the desired result by inputting weights according to the search intent.
Algorithms
In our proposed framework, a user can obtain their desired results by modifying the specified weights. However, because of the high computational cost of DTW, searching the desired results requires too much time. Thus, we propose a lower bounding measure that is specifically designed for our proposed framework. The cost of computing this lower bounding measure is very low. Moreover, we propose four algorithms based on this lower bounding measure.
Proposed Lower Bounding Measure
We propose a lower bounding measure based on the following theorem.
. . , w f v m be the weights used to compute the distance between enriched trajectories. Then,
Theorem 1 states that a lower bound on the DTW distance between two enriched trajectories can be obtained as a linear combination of the DTW distance between the two corresponding trajectories and the DTW distances between the corresponding time-dependent feature sequences.
Before proving Theorem 1, we verify its validity through an example. For simplicity, we consider a pair of enriched trajectories, i.e., trajectories associated with timedependent feature sequences, whose weights (w p , w f v 1 ) = (0.5, 0.5). 
be the warping path in E1's distance matrix, and let WDist E2 (WP E1 ) be the sum of the costs of E2's grid cells on WP E1 . DTW chooses a path that minimizes the sum of the costs of E1's grid cells; therefore, the following inequalities are satisfied:
. . .
Thus, from the above inequalities and Eq. (1),
Thus, we complete the proof.
Fast Top-k Search Algorithms Based on the Proposed Lower Bound
We propose the following four algorithms that utilize the right-hand side of the inequality in Theorem 1 as the lower bound on the DTW distance between two enriched trajectories:
1. Naive lower bounding (NLB) 2. Sorted lower bounding (SLB) 3. Partially selected lower bounding (PSLB) 4. Threshold algorithm lower bounding (TALB)
Naive Lower Bounding
This simple algorithm serves as the basis for the following three algorithms. The idea of this algorithm is to use the lower bounding measure to prune out candidate enriched trajectories whose lower bounds are greater than the k-th DTW distance. First, we preserve the DTW distances between all pairs of trajectories and between all pairs of timedependent feature sequences in a data structure (preDT W), as shown in Algorithm 1. This procedure, called the PRE-PROCESS PHASE, is completed before the user inputs the desired weight and selects a query. Second, we search for the k most similar enriched trajectories using the lower bounds (SEARCH PHASE), as shown in Algorithm 2. We store the identification indices 
end for 7:
end for 8: end for return preDT W Algorithm 2 Naive Search (SEARCH PHASE) Let N be the number of candidates, and let δ 1 be the number of times that the DTW algorithm is executed after the initial k candidates are stored. Then, the number of lower bounds calculated is N − k, and the number of DTW executions is k + δ 1 . We discuss the detailed computational costs of the proposed algorithm in Sect. 4.2.5.
Sorted Lower Bounding
We expect that the DTW distance between a candidate and the query should be small if its lower bound is small. In addition, we expect that the earlier we can find a small DTW distance, the more candidates that we will prune out. This algorithm computes the lower bounds between the query and all candidates and then sorts all of these lower bounds using quicksort immediately after the weights are input. Then, the similarity search begins from the candidates with the smallest lower bounds. Let δ 2 be the number of times that the DTW algorithm is executed after the initial k candidates are stored. Then, the number of lower bounds calculated is N, and the number of DTW executions is k + δ 2 , where δ 2 ≤ δ 1 in most cases.
Partially Selected Lower Bounding
The algorithm introduced above cannot perform efficiently when there are many candidates, namely, when N is large. This is because too much time is required to sort all the lower bounds. This algorithm utilizes quickselect [23] , which is a partition-based selection algorithm that achieves linear performance, rather than quicksort. Quickselect can select the top-k candidates whose lower bounds are small more rapidly than can quicksort. However, quickselect cannot sort the remaining candidates; therefore, the pruning capability of this algorithm is lower than that of the previous algorithm. Let δ 3 be the number of times that the DTW algorithm is executed after the initial k candidates are stored. Then, the number of lower bounds calculated is N, and the number of DTW executions is k + δ 3 , where δ 2 ≤ δ 3 ≤ δ 1 in most cases.
Threshold Algorithm Lower Bounding
We propose an algorithm that utilizes the characteristics of our proposed framework. Fagin's threshold algorithm [16] is a top-k combination algorithm that achieves fast searching with the lists sorted by each feature. In this algorithm, we prepare the sorted lists of the DTW distances between trajectories and between time-dependent feature sequences in the PREPROCESS PHASE. This algorithm is described as follows: 4 . Moreover, the bottom of Fig. 3 presents lists of the DTW distances between trajectories and between time-dependent feature sequences. During the process of accessing the first items from every list, called the first round, the algorithm computes the DTW distances of ep 1 (0.5) and ep 4 (0.7). In the second round, the algorithm first computes the threshold (1·0.3+1·0.2+1·0.1 = 0.6), which is less than the DTW distance of ep 4 (0.7); therefore, the algorithm continues. Next, the lower bound on ep 2 , which has been observed for the first time, is computed, and this lower bound (1.9) is greater than the DTW distance of ep 4 ; therefore, the DTW distance of ep 2 is not computed. In the third round, the threshold (1 · 0.4 + 1 · 0.3 + 1 · 0.2 = 0.9) is greater than any DTW distance computed thus far; therefore, the algorithm is halted.
This algorithm is effective when there are too many enriched trajectories for quickselect to be applicable. For this algorithm, it is necessary to prepare sorted lists of the DTW distances between trajectories and between time-dependent feature sequences; however, this procedure can be completed during the PREPROCESS PHASE. Let N T A (≤ N) be the number of lower bounds calculated, and let δ 4 be the number of times that the DTW algorithm is executed after the initial k candidates are stored. Then, the number of lower bounds calculated is N T A , and the number of DTW executions is k + δ 4 , where δ 2 ≤ δ 3 ≤ δ 4 ≤ δ 1 in most cases. In addition, if we consider access scheduling [24] , then this algorithm can operate more efficiently. Determining the optimal scheduling for this algorithm will be a task for future research.
Computational Costs of the Proposed Algorithms
Let m be the number of time-dependent feature values, Table 1 The average computation time (N T A ≤ N and δ 2 ≤ δ 3 ≤ δ 4 ≤ δ 1 in most cases).
let n be the average length of the enriched trajectories, and let N be the number of enriched trajectories. Then, the average computational times are as shown in Table 1 . The average time required for calculating the lower bounds (lb calculation) is the number of lower bounds calculated multiplied by m because each lower bound is computed as a linear combination of the DTW distance between the trajectories and the DTW distances between the time-dependent feature sequences. The average time required for calculating the DTW distances (DT W calculation) is the average number of calculated DTW distances multiplied by n 2 because computing the DTW distance has a complexity of n 2 . The average lb preparation performance of the SLB algorithm is the average performance for the sorting of the lower bounds using quicksort. Similarly, the average lb preparation performance of the PSLB algorithm is the average performance for the partial selection of the lower bounds using quickselect.
We discuss δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , and δ 4 . SLB, PSLB, and TALB follow the assumption that the DTW distance between a candidate and the query should be small if its lower bound is small. Thus, the magnitude relations of deltas are not theoretically guaranteed. However, when we perform experiments on synthetic data (details of the generation process are described in Sect. 5.1.1) in the case where m = 5, N = 1,000, n = 16 and k = 10, we obtain δ 1 = 245, δ 2 = 140, δ 3 = 142, δ 4 = 169, which satisfies the inequality
Furthermore, we describe the space complexity. The following discussion is common to all the proposed algorithms. When loading all data structures calculated by the PREPROCESS PHASE into memory, the space complexity required to preserve them is O(mN 2 ). Moreover, when loading only the corresponding data structure of one search query into memory, the space complexity required to preserve it is O(mN). In our experiments, we consider loading only the corresponding data structure of the search queries utilized for the similar search into memory. In addition, the space complexity required for the DTW calculation is O(n 2 ).
Experiments

Experimental Setting
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed lower bound using a synthetic dataset. In addition, we compare the performance of the DTW calculation without the lower bound (BASE) and that of the four proposed algo-rithms (NLB, SLB, PSLB, and TALB) using two types of datasets: a real soccer dataset and a synthetic dataset. Sports must be analyzed from various perspectives; therefore, a sports dataset is a suitable means for testing our proposed flexible similarity search framework. Increasingly detailed soccer data are being collected using current technology, and analyzing these data is important for coaches, clubs and players [3] . First, we provide brief overview of two datasets; then, we present the time-dependent features of each dataset in detail and the measures of the distance between spatial points and between time-dependent feature values.
Datasets
In this experiment, we consider soccer player tracking data from Data Stadium Inc.
† . This dataset consists of tracking data from 6 games observed 25 times per second. In the soccer player tracking data, each spatial point can be represented by a pair of x i ( j) and y i ( j) rather than by p i ( j). In this experiment, we extract the FW (a forward in soccer) trajectories in the penalty area and the concurrent MF (a midfielder in soccer) trajectories from the dataset. We consider the FW trajectories to be associated with two intrinsic features, namely, the FW's speed and direction, and two extrinsic features, namely, the distance between the FW and the MF and the direction from the FW to the MF. The definitions of speed and direction are discussed in greater detail later. In summary, we consider enriched trajectories whose elements are as follows: ID, timestamp, x i ( j), y i ( j), FW speed, FW direction, distance between FW and MF, and direction from FW to MF. We utilize 9736 trajectories with an average length of 477.
In addition, we consider synthetic data whose elements are as follows: ID, timestamp, x i ( j), y i ( j), speed, direction and the two extrinsic features. To prepare these data, x i ( j), y i ( j) and the two extrinsic features were generated using the following random walk model in accordance with [15] :
where v(1) and di f (i) are uniformly distributed in the range (0, 20).
Speed and Direction
We denote a speed by f v 
In this formulation, a direction of pure east has an angle of 0, and a direction of pure north has an angle of + π 2 . Note that we cannot define the speed and direction observed at the end of a trajectory ( f v i 1 (n), f v i 2 (n)); therefore, we do not consider the ends of the enriched trajectories. In addition, in the case of an unmoving object, we set the speed and direction to 0.
Distance between Spatial Points
Here, we define the distance between two spatial points. The Euclidean distance between spatial points has a larger range than the distance between time-dependent feature values (as defined below); therefore, we divide the Euclidean distance by √ 2.
Stricter adjustment of the distance scales will be a task for future work.
Distance between Time-Dependent Feature Values
The distance between four time-dependent feature values is the absolute value of the difference between the timedependent feature values.
In this experiment, we consider various types of timedependent feature values whose ranges are distinct. For instance, the range of speeds is theoretically [0, ∞), whereas the range of directions is [−π, π]. To obtain meaningful results, we normalize x i ( j), y i ( j), and each time-dependent feature value such that they follow a distribution with an average of 0 and a variance of 1.
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++ and compiled them using g++ 5.2.1. The experiments were run under Ubuntu 14.04.3 on a computer with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 4.00 GHz and 32 GB of RAM. In addition, we utilized PostgreSQL 9.4.7 to store the data structure computed in the PREPROCESS PHASE. We loaded all trajectory data and the data structure of the search queries utilized in the SEARCH PHASE into the main memory prior to the SEARCH PHASE, and then we measured the time taken by the SEARCH PHASE. The executable code is available at [25] .
Comparison of the Lower Bounding Measures
We compare the performances of the proposed lower bound and LB MV [17] , which is the extended LB Keogh [14] for multivariate time series. We evaluate their performances using four time-dependent feature sequences on a random-walk dataset. To compare between our proposed lower bound and LB MV, we use the Sakoe-Chiba band [26] , which is a global path constraint for DTW, and the squared difference as a measure of the distance between time-dependent feature values. In addition, we utilize the tightness of the lower bound, which is defined as the ratio of the lower bound over the true distance, as a measurement of efficiency.
T ightness = LowerBound T rueDT WDistance
The tightness of the lower bound is a very meaningful measure [13] . The results that are obtained when we set all weights to 1 and the number of trajectories to 10,000 are shown in Fig. 4 (a) . Moreover, the results that are obtained when we set the length of trajectories to 64 are presented in Fig. 4 (b) . These results suggest that our proposed lower bound is considerably superior to LB MV. In addition, note that our proposed lower bound is simply computed based on the linear combination of each distance with weights, although it needs preparation. Therefore, the cost of calculating our proposed lower bound is considerably lower than that of calculating LB MV, whose computational cost is mn.
Tests on Soccer Data
We measured the time required for a top-10 similarity search for soccer enriched trajectories as described in Sect. 5.1.1. We utilized the 21 enriched trajectories corresponding to shooting FWs as queries. In addition, we set all the weights that are uniformly distributed in the range (0,1), compute {1,1,1,1,1} ). 100 times, and take the average of all the calculation times. The time for BASE was 118.103 seconds, that for the NLB algorithm was 3.955 seconds, that for the SLB algorithm was 2.075 seconds, that for the PSLB algorithm was 2.078 seconds and that for the TALB algorithm was 2.566. This experimental result indicates that the four algorithms with our proposed lower bound achieve considerably faster searches on real data. The computational times for each algorithm are discussed in greater detail below with regard to the output efficiencies observed in the subsequent studies on synthetic data.
Tests on Random-Walk Data
We measured the average computing times required for similarity searches on random-walk data under various conditions using 5 enriched trajectories as queries.
The experimental results obtained when we set all weights that are uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1), compute 100 times, and take the average of all the calculation times are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. In this experiment, the PSLB algorithm is slightly superior to the other algorithms in most cases. However, when the number of enriched trajectories is large and the average length of the enriched trajectories is short, then the TALB algorithm outperforms the PSLB algorithm. When the number of enriched trajectories is 10,000,000 and the average length of the enriched trajectories is 16, then the TALB algorithm is considerably superior to the PSLB algorithm. This is because the PSLB algorithm needs preparation time for the partial selection, which requires an average complexity of N, whereas the TALB algorithm does not require any preparation, as shown in Table 1 .
The TALB algorithm is far superior to the PSLB algorithm when one time-dependent feature is assigned a larger weight than the others. This is because the enriched trajectories for which the DTW distances of the time-dependent features are small are more likely to be output in this case. Thus, the TALB algorithm, which accesses the lists sorted by each distance, performs well. The results obtained in the case where we set one weight to 1 and the remaining weights to 0, in which TALB works best, are shown in Table 5 . Although the PSLB algorithm performs slightly better under certain conditions, we consider that these experimental re- sults suggest that the TALB algorithm performs well under any condition. In addition, we show the standard deviation and the relative standard deviation, which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the average, of the 100 calculation times of the top 10 results when we set all weights that are uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1) in Table 6 and in Table 7 . Moreover, boxplots of the 100 calculation times of the top 10 results using one query when we set all weights that are uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1), N to 10,000 and n to 128 are shown in Fig. 5 , and boxplots when we set N to 1,000,000 and n to 16 are shown in Fig. 6 . Table 7 shows that the dispersion of the calculation times of TALB is larger than that of other algorithms when the average length of trajectories is short and the number of trajectories is large. However, Figs. 5 and 6 suggest that the best computation time of TALB can be superior to that of other alogrithms and the worst computation time of TALB is not inferior to that of other algorithms. This result is because when one time-dependent feature is assigned a larger weight than others, the calculation time of TALB is close to 0 in any case as described above. Thus, the TALB algorithm is suitable for practical use.
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a framework for flexible similarity searches for enriched trajectories. Moreover, we proposed a lower bounding measure and four algorithms based on the measure. We evaluated their performances under various conditions in our experiments.
There are three main prospective directions for future research, as follows:
1. estimating the search intent 2. accelerating the PREPROCESS PHASE 3. searching for sub-enriched trajectories First, the need to input all the weights imposes a high cost on users; to alleviate this cost, we wish to impart the framework with the ability to estimate the search intent.
Second, we need to accelerate the PREPROCESS PHASE. Let m be the number of time-dependent features, let n be the average length of the enriched trajectories, and let N be the number of enriched trajectories. Then, the cost of computing the DTW distances for all features between all pairs of enriched trajectories is mn 2 N 2 . This result indicates that the calculation costs substantially increase as the average length and number of enriched trajectories increase. Therefore, it will be important to improve the efficiency of the PREPROCESS PHASE for practical use.
Finally, our proposed framework can identify similar overall enriched trajectories but might miss sub-enriched trajectories. In some cases, it is impossible to obtain the desired insight unless sub-enriched trajectories are considered.
Therefore, it will be desirable to enhance the capability of our framework to address sub-enriched trajectories.
